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from c-axis to grainsize 

renee.heilbronner@unibas.ch

– my last 50 years of image analysis

"Mountains Must Indeed Be Examined With the Microscope"
"The Deformation of 
"Mountains Must Indeed Be Examined With the Microscope"



this talk will be about ...

... and the use of image analysis

c-axis grain size
quartz <0001>



1
decades ago –

before microstructure and 
texture analysis went digital



when I was young ...

my view of geology

my start in geology



stereology and point counting ...

Achille Ernest Oscar Joseph Delesse
(1817-1881) 

VV = AA
August Karl Rosiwal
(1860-1923)

VV = AA = LL
Andrei Aleksandrovich Glagolev
(1894-1969)

VV = AA = LL = PP

find volume density:

... or how to go from 2D to 3D



which is all about probabilities ...

Blaise Pascal

Comte de Buffon

A.-L. CauchyLaplace

Image Anal Stereol 2012;31:1-16 doi:10.5566/ias.v31.p1-16
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ABSTRACT

This paper provides an account of the history of geometric probability and stereology from the time of Newton
to the early 20th century. It depicts the development of two parallel paths. On the one hand, the theory
of geometric probability was formed with minor attention paid to applications other than those concerning
spatial chance games. On the other hand, practical rules for the estimation of area or volume fraction and other
characteristics, easily deducible from the geometric probability theory, were proposed without knowledge of

this branch. Special attention is paid to the paper of J.-É. Barbier, published in 1860, which contained the
fundamental stereological formulas, but remained almost unnoticed by both mathematicians and practitioners.

Keywords: geometric probability, history, stereology.

INTRODUCTION

The first known problem related to geometric
probability can be found in a private manuscript
of Isaac Newton (1643 –1727) previously written
between the years 1664 –1666, but not published
until the 20th century (Newton, 1967). It consists of
calculating the chance of hitting one of two unequal
areas of a circle by a ball (of negligible size):

If ye Proportion of chances for any stake bee
irrational, the interest may bee found after ye same
manner. As if ye Radij ab, ac, divide ye horizontal
circle bcd in two pts abec & abed in such proportion as
2 to

√
5. And if a ball falling perpendicularly upon ye

center a doth tumble into ye portion abec I win (a):
but if ye other portion, I win b, my hopes is worth
(2a+

√
5b)/(2+

√
5).

... if a die bee not a regular body but a
Parallelepipedon or otherwise unequall sided, it may
be found how much one cast is more easily gotten than
other. (Newton, 1967, p. 60–61)

Fig. 1. Newton’s illustration (Newton, 1967).

Newton wrote his note after reading the treatise
(Huygens, 1657) to point out that probability can
be irrational. What is even more remarkable is his
claim that chance is proportional to area fraction and
the proposal of a frequency experiment for chance
estimation. More generally, applying Newton’s idea to
the ball of negligible size falling N times on an area
C = A∪B and hitting n times the region A, and setting
a = 1, b = 0, Newton’s hope would be n/N, which
estimates the area fraction of Awith respect toC. Thus,
the first 2D stereological formula, AA = PP, was born.
In other words, Newton’s ideas immediately lead to
replacing the counting of events with their measure and
to estimating an area fraction by a point count. We can
therefore say that Newton also invented stereology.

In a published form, some ideas of geometric
probability were applied by Edmond Halley (1656 –
1742) in a paper that is generally appreciated as
having laid the foundations of a correct theory
of life annuities (Halley, 1693). Halley deduced
formulas for various annuities first analytically, and
then gave their geometric illustration. One year
earlier, John Arbuthnot (1667–1735) published the
first English work on probability (Arbuthnot, 1692),
which contained the translation of Huygens (1657)
and some other problems concerning various chance
games. Among them we can find an unsolved problem
of a completely different nature, which was solved half
a century later by means of geometric probability: In a
Parallelopipedon, whose Sides are to one another in
the Ratio of a,b,c : to find at how many Throws any
one may undertake that any given Plane, viz. ab, may

1
I. Newton

"Mémoire sur le jeu du 
franc-carreau"



John Ramsay:  Rf / φ ...
... or how to measure strain



Bruno Sander:  AVA*) ...
... or how to map c-axis orientations

*) Achsenverteilungsanalyse



2
early 'digital image analysis'

(vector graphics)



manual digitisation

40 px

boundaries on tablet



putting the curve on the grid 



try again



"Houston – we have a problem ...
tan:

4/20
3/20
2/20
1/20

0

angle:
11.3°
8.5°
5.7°
2.9°

0°

ΔLy 
4
3
2
1
0

ΔLx = 20 px

continuous
coordinates dmin = 1px dmin = 5px

on a square grid

continuous

on grid
scasmo

"Stand by, 13, 
 .... we are looking at it"

slope = tan-1(ΔY/ΔX)
where X, Y = integer



small data sets – huge computers ...

paror surfor

... and Fortran



from Rf / φ ...    when grains were elliptical

CT2  800°CCT3  700°CCT1  600°C

500 µm

 CT2  800°C  CT1  600°C  CT9  350°C  CT3  700°C  CT5  500°C  CT4  900°C 

Schmid, S.M., Panozzo, R. and Bauer, S. (1987) JSG

φ

Rf 
γ = 0.79

φ

Rf 

γ = 1.22

φ

Rf 

γ = 0.63



... to SURFOR ...     when outlines counted

 CT2  800°C  CT1  600°C  CT9  350°C  CT3  700°C  CT5  500°C  CT4  900°C 

 CT6  700°C          γ = 2.85

φ

Rf Rf 

φ

700°C – low strain 700°C – high strain
500 µm

Rs ?
    φ ?

closed outlines only open and closed outlines

700°C – high strain

b/a = 0.146
Rs = 6.85 
φ = 18°

surface ODF 

α

length of surface projection

strain ellipse



 strain – no strain ?    ... "fact or fiction ?"
dispersion about mean

projection of outlines

fabric

surface ODF

characteristic shape

deposition

strain – affine transformation

projection of outlines

fabric

surface ODF

characteristic shape

deformation recrystallization

≠

✔



3
the beginning of 

digital image analysis
(raster graphics)



time moves on ...

Wayne Rasband

Steve Barrett

NIH Image



types of image analysis

best-fit
ellipse

boundary
  pixels

pixels in
segment

polyline
= polygonal
   outline

segments best-fit ellipse outlines

pixels mathematical objects



image processing vs. image analysis

image to image

image to number(s)

image processing

image analysis



some heavy duty image processing
input

RGB

B

G

R

RGB color image:  3 channels

COI image: 2 channels (azi/inc)



from AVA to CIP

MacCIP (Pascal) CIP (Fortran) PrinCIPia / Image SXM

the first ever CIP image 
shown at EUGVI (1991)

this is the image

this is the 'number'



CIP versus AVA
one grain – one c-axis orientation

procedure:
first segment
then color-code

one pixel – one c-axis orientation

procedure:
first color-code
then segment
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3D grain size

– an ongoing project



short intro: the tomato salad problem



the effect of using 3D vs. 2D means
STRIPSTAR 
calculates the mode of the volume weighted 3D diameters

 requ = 0.63 ± 0.25 mm Requ = 0.86 ± 0.11 mm

vol% frequency



... have a look

 requ = 0.63 ± 0.25 mm

 Requ = 0.86 ± 0.11 mm

0.0 ≥1.0
requ (mm) 5 mm
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image analysis today

... by way of an example



looking at deformation experiments ...

mode D(µm)
reg.1  ~7 
reg.2  ~8
reg.3 ~14

bulk CPOmax

reg.1  3.8 
reg.2 10.9
reg.3 10.1

shearing in
dislocation creep 
regimes 1, 2, and 3
... and annealing

Heilbronner, R. and Tullis, J. (2002). 
Geol. Soc. Lond., Spec. Publ.



c-axis coloring

... of Black Hills Quartzite (BHQ)

circular
polarization

mode D(µm)
undef. 99±12 
reg.3 15±10

Heilbronner, R. and Tullis, J. (2006) JGR

shearing 
in regime 3 only
to high strains



in the meantime, CIP meets EBSD ... 



CIP images from EBSD data



EBSD

Spectrum CLUT

comparing CIP and EBSD

CIP

regime 1 (w1092) – shearing

100 µm



100 µm

Positive CLUT

optical microscopy in the SEM

EBSDCIP

regime 1 (w1092) – shearing



BHQ revisited

Heilbronner, R. & Kilian, R. 
(2017), Solid Earth.

"... the recrystallized grain 
size of the rhomb 
domain is approximately 
12µ︎m and that of the 
prism domain is 
approximately 19µm, 
corresponding to shear 
stresses of 93 and 64 
MPa, respectively."

Heilbronner, R. and Tullis, J. 
(2006) JGR

true or false ?



CIP segmentation by shape 
misor stack ➝ find edges ➝ add ➝

threshold ➝ erode ➝ dilate ➝

sceletonize ➝ thin ➝ thick ➝invert



EBSD segmentation by texture

CIP ≈ EBSD



grain size as f(curve fit)
regime 1 regime 2 regime 3

CIP (2002)
3D mode (µm)

CIP (2006)
3D mode (µm)

EBSD (2017)
3D mode (µm)

undef. 104 99 101.1

regime 1 7 - 3.8

regime 2 8 - 6.3

regime 3 14 15 14.3
(using normal curve fits)



the infamous 'correction factor'
3D mode : 2D mean

2-D st.dev. / 2-D mean

( 3-D mode : 2-D mean )
( 2-D st.dev. / 2-D mean )



put the numbers back into the picture

image to image

image to number(s)

image processing

number(s) to image
property mapping

image analysis



grain size mapping

0 ≥25

area equivalent diameter 

5 10 15 20

undeformed

100 µm

regime 1  w1092 regime 2  w946 regime 3  w935



if you are allergic to 3D grain size ...

0          requ corr (µm)     12.5

[ J ] requ corr = corrected

6.73 µm

0          dequ corr (µm)       25

[K] dequ corr

13.46 µm

[B] requ ≠ corrected

0             requ (µm)       12.5

6.15 µm



texture dependent grain size
area weighting of 2D



the quartz piezometer(s)

piezometer different for shearing vs. axial ?
– unresolved

piezometer different
for different domains ?
– unresolved
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about texture



texture strength – spatial resolution

3.06

3.82 3.69 3.87 5.91



texture strength – grain size

porph
rexl
bulk

porphyroclasts  recrystallized        bulk

4.98 3.062.69

12.26 6.925.42 CPOmax = 4.57

synthetic random texture
64 by 64 px = 4096 'grains'



texture mapping

for α = 30°
uniform
density
of point
maximum
= 11.634%



so ...?



to summarize

•what has digital added to 'manual' 
image analysis ?

•what is the relation between Bambi 
and Godzilla ?

•should we worry about grain size ?
•why should we visualize ?

... in any case ....



grain size

... "you can observe a lot by watching"

c-axis
quartz <0001>



what image analysis teaches you ...



what image analysis teaches you ...



what image analysis teaches you ...



... so why use image analysis ?

because it makes you ... 
... look at your data
... play with your data

you may even solve some problems ...

but most importantly ...
... image analysis makes you ask questions



and finally, ... 
... image analysis has let me meet a lot of nice people,
     who have asked a lot of very intersting questions

therefore ...

... thanks go to all participants of all my workshops –
without whom this award would not have been possible



... image analysis has let me meet a lot of nice people,
     who have asked a lot of very intersting questions

therefore ...

... thanks go to all participants of all my workshops –
without whom this award would not have been possible

and finally, ... 


